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Nimbus Screen Capture is a lightweight Google Chrome extension built specifically for helping you take screenshots while
surfing on the Internet. The add-on is able to capture the entire web browser window or a selected region and provides you with
editing tools for adding a personal touch to your snapshots. Accessibility and capturing modes It offers support for Chrome
toolbar integration so you can easily access its functions. Additionally, you can enable or disable the tool via Chrome’s
Extensions panel. Nimbus Screen Capture offers support for several capturing modes, namely visible parts of the webpage,
selected area, selected & scroll, entire page, browser window, or blank screen. It is important to mention that the extension
reveals a magnifier when you want to capture a user-defined region of the screen and lets you scroll the pages before selecting
the desired area with the aid of the “Selected & Scroll” mode. The Blank Screen feature empowers you to design a new photo
from scratch using the built-in editing tools. Exporting and uploading options Nimbus Screen Capture gives you the possibility
to copy the snapshot to the clipboard for pasting it into other third-party utilities, export the photo to JPEG, PNG, or BMP file
format, upload the photos to your Nimbus account (where you can add comments and share them with your friends), print the
screenshots, or send the files to Google Drive. Editing operations and configuration settings The extension allows you to
highlight the main objects or ideas with the aid of arrows. Additionally, you may zoom in or out, resize or crop the picture, use a
pen for drawing freehand designs, as well as insert rectangles, ellipses, and lines. You may embed text messages, embed text
boxes, adjust the line width, alter the color, apply blurring effects, and undo or redo your actions, or undo all actions. There are
several parameters embedded in this tool that allow you to enable the shadow effect, enable or disable the capturing modes, and
use hotkeys, which can be reassigned, for capturing images on the breeze. During our testing we have noticed that Nimbus
Screen Capture out a task quickly and provides very good image quality. It doesn’t hamper Chrome’s functionality, so the overall
performance of the computer is not affected. An overall efficient add-on All things considered, Nimbus Screen Capture proves
to be a reliable Chrome extension that comes bundled with a handy suite of features for helping
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Nimbus Screen Capture is an efficient Google Chrome extension for professional users who want to take screenshots while they
surf the Internet. The add-on has a handy set of features that lets you take advantage of the latest technology to enhance your
web browsing. - integrated with the toolbar, the extension allows you to access its functions even when the browser window is in
full-screen mode. - allows you to select areas for capturing a screenshot by using the shift key. - enables you to capture the
entire web page, the selected region, or the entire screen of the computer. - implements a magnifier for enlarging and focusing
the web page on the screen. - provides image editing tools for making adjustments and edits to your snapshots. - allows you to
copy and paste the screenshots to other applications for editing and sharing. - you may export the screenshots to JPEG, PNG,
and BMP format. - upload the snapshots to your Nimbus account and start sharing them with your friends and colleagues. - you
may print the screen snapshots. - the tool has a comprehensive set of configuration settings that enable you to specify the
number of screens the extension should capture per hour, add comments to your images, and reassign a keyboard shortcut to
start a new capture. - the extension is free to use. Titel: Nimbus Screen Capture Beschreibung: Nimbus Screen Capture is an
efficient Google Chrome extension for professional users who want to take screenshots while they surf the Internet. The add-on
has a handy set of features that lets you take advantage of the latest technology to enhance your web browsing. - integrated with
the toolbar, the extension allows you to access its functions even when the browser window is in full-screen mode. - allows you
to select areas for capturing a screenshot by using the shift key. - enables you to capture the entire web page, the selected region,
or the entire screen of the computer. - implements a magnifier for enlarging and focusing the web page on the screen. - provides
image editing tools for making adjustments and edits to your snapshots. - allows you to copy and paste the screenshots to other
applications for editing and sharing. - you may export the screenshots to JPEG, PNG, and BMP format. - upload the snapshots
to your Nimbus account and start sharing them with your friends and colleagues. - you may print the screen snapshots. - the tool
has a 80eaf3aba8
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* Easy to use and manage * Lightweight and fast * Excellent image quality * Captures entire web pages or a selected area *
Captures browser window or blank screen * Uses mouse or keystrokes to capture images * Supports 4 modes: Visible pages,
Selected & scroll, Selected area, or Entire page * Supports 5 editing modes: zoom in/out, resizing, cropping, lines, freehand
drawing * Supports multiple URLs * Captures a screenshot instantly, without leaving the current webpage, or choosing a target
URL * Has built-in sharing tools to instantly upload to IMDb or Google Drive * Has clipboard support to paste to other
programs * Has an option to print screenshots * Has an option to send screenshots to Google Drive * The screenshots can be
placed on the top of the next page * Supports GIF image format (only works in Google Chrome) ImoSoft Notes Lite 2017 -
Screenshot Software Free Download (64-bit) This article will introduce a software tool - ImoSoft Notes Lite 2017, which can
help you to take the screenshots easily and edit them. What's New in Notes Lite 2017? To let you know more clearly, we have
updated a new version of Notes Lite 2017 as following: - Supports GIF image format - Highlight the text content with gradient
background color - Improved the user interface - Fixed some bugs This article will introduce you the step by step guide about
how to take the screenshots and then edit them. Besides, a screenshot tutorial will help you to remember how to use this tool. I
will also show you some characters in this software with the characteristic of "Smart Capture" and "Extreme Save". So let's
learn about this tool first: Advantages: 1. Easy to use 2. Lightweight and fast 3. Has built-in sharing tools to instantly upload to
IMDb or Google Drive 4. Has an option to print screenshots 1. Add pictures, texts, etc. 2. Highlight the content 3. Edit the text
with gradient background 4. Choose the color for your image 5. Take screenshot automatically Disadvantages: 1. Run with the
version of Windows XP/7/8/8.1/10 2. Create the PDF file manually 3. The time for a screenshot will be less than the Notes Lite
2016. Then, you can use this tool easily

What's New In?

In this review I will be giving my view and experience of the extension I use frequently! What is it? It is a Google Chrome
extension that will help you to take Screenshot of your Browser while you are on the Internet. I believe everyone must use the
extension at least once in their life to take Screenshot of their Browser, and if you are a user of the Google Chrome then I can
guarantee that you will like it! All You Have to Do All you have to do is go to the extension in your chrome extensions and click
on the Add To Chrome button. If you are not able to see this button then go to the Help section and click on it. You will see that
it will ask you to add it to the Chrome. Click on Yes! … Main Features of the Extension 1. take screenshot of the entire web
browser window 2. capture the selected area on the browser window 3. take screenshot of the selected area on the browser
window 4. take screenshot of the entire webpage 5. capture the selected area on the webpage 6. take screenshot of the webpage
7. take screenshot of the selected and scrollable page 8. take screenshot of the page background 9. take screenshot of the blank
screen 10. save screenshot to google drive 11. copy the screenshot to clipboard 12. print the screenshot 13. upload the
screenshot to google drive 14. share screenshot on social media 15. access your account on the nimbus screen 16. access to the
emojis 17. access to the font size 18. accessibility 19. export to png, jpeg, bmp 20. edit screenshot 21. change the width of the
line 22. change the color of the line 23. change the size of the color 24. change the size of the color 25. change the size of the
shape 26. change the color of the shape 27. blur the image 28. choose and adjust the shadow 29. change the placement of the
line 30. add a title 31. add a comment 32. undo 33. redo 34. choose your hotkeys 35. choose the main theme 36. change the
orientation of the image 37. rotate the image 38. scale the image 39. crop the image 40. adjust the corner 41. remove crop
marks 42. remove the shadow 43. zoom the image 44. change the aspect ratio 45. move image 46. randomise image 47. quick
crop 48. quick edit 49. remove resize 50. remove drag and drop 51. remove print 52. remove save 53. delete screenshot 54.
delete screenshot 55. rename screenshot 56. rotate image 57. crop image 58. text on image 59. add blur effect 60
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System Requirements:

- Microsoft Windows (7, 8, 8.1), or macOS (10.6, 10.7, 10.8, 10.9, 10.10, 10.11, 10.12) - A minimum of 3 GB of available
RAM - A minimum of 20 GB of free hard disk space Installation instructions: 1. Install Git ( 2. Install a Unicode aware text
editor of your choice (Notepad, VSCode, Notepad++ etc.)
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